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Abstract
Cloud computing offers a wide range of resources and services through the Internet that can been used for various
purposes. The rapid growth of cloud computing has exempted many companies and institutions from the burden of
maintaining expensive hardware and software infrastructure. With characteristics like high scalability, availability
and fault tolerance, cloud computing meet the new era needs for massive data processing at an affordable cost. In
our doctoral research we intend to study, analyze, evaluate and make proposals in order to further improve the
performance of cloud computing.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing has evolved into a major computing
platform that is used by many companies. By using
cloud computing, companies offer their services or
process their data without the need of in-house IT in-
frastructure [1]. The term of cloud computing usually
refers to providing computational services as utilities
via the Internet [2]. These services may include infras-
tructure, platform and software. The increasing use
of cloud computing can be explained by the fact that
cloud offers "on-demand" scalability, high availability,
flexible cost policy, ease of customization and other
elements that positions it ahead of classic distributed
technologies such as the Grid [1].
The aim of this thesis is to address open issues and
limitations in cloud computing and propose techniques
in order to overcome the potential obstacles and im-
prove the performance of cloud computing. Through
the doctoral research we will study the current bib-
liography and we will conduct several experiments
to analyze and evaluate the current cloud computing
technologies.
II. Ongoing Study
At the first phase of our research we investigated the
use of main memory in cloud computing and we stud-
ied how it affects the computation performance. We
analyzed and compared the widespread cloud com-
puting framework Hadoop[3] with the relatively new
general engine for large-scale data processing Spark[4].
Spark (unlike Hadoop’s MapReduce) uses effectively
the main memory and claims that can achieve up to
one hundred times higher performance for certain ap-
plications compared to Hadoop’s MapReduce [4].
In order to experimental evaluate the two frame-
works we developed and executed log file analysis
application in both frameworks. Log file analysis in
cloud was proposed and investigated by many papers
[5] - [15] for various reasons. Also many big com-
panies like Facebook, Amazon, ebay, etc. use cloud
computing solutions to analyze the enormous amount
of log data that they produce. However to the best of
our knowledge this is the first work that investigates
and compares the performance of real log analysis
applications in Hadoop and Spark.
In bibliography there are many papers that investi-
gate the performance of cloud computing from differ-
ent perspectives and explore how various factors affect
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it [16] - [25]. To evaluate the performance of the two
frameworks we focus on three performance indicators.
The execution time, resource utilization and scalability.
The experimental results showed that Spark presents
almost the same scalability as Hadoop but Spark is sig-
nificantly faster and makes better resource utilization
than Hadoop.
The output of this study is published in the proceed-
ings of the Second International Workshop on Sustain-
able Ultrascale Computing Systems (NESUS 2015) in
Krakow, Poland; paper entitled ”Log File Analysis in
Cloud with Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark” [26]
and an extended version of this work is submitted to
an international journal.
III. Related Work
As we mentioned before in order to evaluate the per-
formance of Hadoop and Spark we developed log file
analysis applications in both frameworks. After an
extensive search in bibliography we found that cloud
computing for log analysis has been investigated and
proposed by many papers, however the majority of
them studied and proposed Hadoop-based algorithms
and systems.
In papers [5] - [9] the authors recognized that logs
are produced in higher rate than traditional systems
can serve. To overcome the bottleneck of massive data
processing of traditional relational databases they pro-
posed and implemented log file analysis using Hadoop
cluster.
The paper [10] presents a Hadoop-based log analysis
system for intrusion detection and in [11] a MapReduce
log analysis algorithm was used to identify security
threats and problems. In both works they used Hadoop
MapReduce in order to improve the response time of
large log files analysis applications and as a result to
achieve a faster reaction by the system’s administrator.
In [12] the authors implemented a MapReduce-based
framework for anomaly detection that follows a spe-
cific methodology to analyze log files. First, it collects
logs from each node of the monitored cluster to the
analysis cluster. Then, it applies K-means clustering
algorithm to integrate the collected logs. Finally ex-
ecutes a MapReduce-based algorithm to parse these
clustered log files.
A Hadoop-based flow logs analyzing system was
proposed in paper [13]. This system uses for log anal-
ysis a new script language called Log-QL, which is
a SQL-like language that was translated and submit-
ted to the MapReduce framework. After experiments
the authors concluded that their distributed system is
faster and can handle much bigger datasets compared
to a centralized system.
Paper [14] presents a scalable platform named Anal-
ysis Farm, for network log analysis with fast aggre-
gation and agile query. To achieve storage scale-out,
computation scale-out and agile query, OpenStack was
used for resource provisioning, and MongoDB for log
storage and analysis.
A cloud platform for log data analysis with the com-
bination of Hadoop and Spark was presented in paper
[15]. The authors proposed a cloud platform with
batch processing and in-memory computing capabil-
ities by using at the same time Hadoop, Spark and
Hive/Shark. They claim that the proposed platform
managed to analyze logs with higher stability, avail-
ability and efficiency than standalone Hadoop-based
log analysis tools.
IV. Thesis idea
Cloud computing has been a focused area of research
in the last years and there is still a great research inter-
est in cloud computing. In our research we will study
the state of the art cloud technologies and we will deal
with open issues. As we continue our research we will
study current trends in cloud computing and we will
identify and try to propose solutions to problems.
V. Conclusion and future work
At the beginning of our research we dealt with the
effective use of main memory in cloud computing and
we studied how it can significantly improve its perfor-
mance. We will continue our research in different areas
of cloud computing with the goal of further improve
the cloud performance.
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